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AT LAST ! 
AN AEROPLANE FOR E V E RYBO D Y ! 

FLIES \\.ITHO T AN EXPENS I VE 1\fOTOR 

T hink of Aying with m e re foot power. It pedals like an eve ryday, in ex pen
s ive bicycle. T hi s is the only ae ropla ne that w ill do it. I t is th e small es t and 
most effic ien t of all aircraft. No lon ge r is Ayi ng the sport of acrobats and mil
lionaires. Every man and boy in th e world ca n build one of th ese r emarka bl e 
aero plan es with ordinary tool s in a few weeks and lea rn to Ay at home with 
safe t y. No s hop is needed. If you can use a hammer, saw and a pair of pliers, 
and h ave a shed, barn, a basement or a back ya rd you can build o ne of these 
remarkabl e Ai ers for a few dol lars and in your spare time if necessary. Cos t s 
run less than 1/ 50 the cost of th e average aerop lane and can be built for less 
th an a fifth th e cost of going to a flyin g schoo l. lt is th e small es t, s implest , 
safest and most success ful aeroplane in th e world. The wonderful 

B I CYCLE-MON OP LANE 

0 ·~,.;:..... ' ~•-A'-· ---..-~ ..... -:; 

YOU CAN BUILD IT 

Remember, this is not a toy or an experiment, but a thoroughly perfected 
man-carrying aeroplane with 18 foo t sp read and a speed of several miles an hour. 
Lifts 190-pound man with the grea tes t ease. Hundreds are already in use in th e 
Un ited States, Canada, Mex ico, South America, England, Australia and th e 
P h ilippine I slands. Hundreds o f amateurs are buildin g and flying th ese Bicycle
Monoplane aeroplanes, m en and boys who kn ew absolutely nothing about 
aeroplanes and flyin g before . lt is the simplest and safes t flye r in the w o rld . 

WORKING DRAWINGS $2 

Send $2 at once for a complete se t o f working drawin gs of this won 
derful monoplane showin g all details and dimens io n s in a simple 
manne r so you can eas il y und ers tand eve rythin g . H ere is your 
chan ce to get into th e gr eates t of all industrie s. Thousand s of ex
perienced fl ye rs and bu ild er s are ne eded. 

DON'T MISS THIS CHAN CE! SEND $2 NOW! 

BICYCLE-MONOPLANE INC. 
D es ig ned by an expe rt 

6401 N.orth Main Street, San Diego , Calif. 

Yes, sir! Them was the days. Probably the fearless aeronaut didn't have to be 
an acrobat or millionaire to en joy every mad moment of this contraption, but such 
a background might have been helpful. It's just a bit different today. The poor but 
honest aeronaut is flying a million-dollar machine and he's working for one of the 
biggest organizations in the world - The United States Air Force. His knowledge, 
training and responsibility represent a tremendous investment. And, unlike his 
predecessor, he cannot leap onto his bicycle-monoplane and pedal off into the 
blue, but rather lights the fuse and roars away at supersonic speeds. Efficiency 
of flight can only be achieved by constant study, assimilation and practice. 
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Some of our readers want us to re
emphasize a point in the article tit led 
"You-Safe Co-Op" that appeared in 
the April 1955 issue of FLY ING 
SAFETY. You may remember that we 
were discussing the overall flying 
safety program that has been imple
mented within USAFE. At one point 
we stressed the value of standardi:;ed 
techniques and procedures and noted 
that the supervisory people over 
there have taken approved standards 
and lumped them together into usa
ble packages. 

Every pilot knows it sometimes 
takes a lot of digging lo find all of 
the answers on any airplane. This is 
especially true of emergency pro
cedures and the neat, packaged deals 
that USAFE produced are hard to 
beat for handiness. 

Everything that they have lumped 
into the small, compact instructional 
books, is taken from applicable tech
nical orders. They've Pliminated the 
maze of "we-dare-you-to-find-it," so 
common to certain TO's and put basic 
know-how at the pilot's fingertips. 

* * * 
C-1 Survival Vest 

Maybe I'm just hard to please, but 
after some first-hand experience with 
the C-1 survival vest during this last 
eastern fracas, I decided that it cou ld 
be improved upon. I put in the usual 
gripes and got the usual action. 

othin g. Repeat, nothing. 
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I don 't go too much for this grip 
ing un le s the gripe is accompanied 
by a better so lution or at least a con
structive suggestion , so-o-o I tho ught 
my next move had be t be lo come up 
with the same. 

Working with the loca l parachute 
shop to take care of the necessary 
stitchin g. my recommended rep lace
ment for the C-1 is a small carrying 
bag which wi ll hold everyth ing that 
the C-1 holds, p lus room for extra 
socks and muffler too . I t measures 
11 x 7 x :) inches and through the 
a ttachi ng strap arrangement, it can be 
converted to a small knapsack for 
easy carrying in case you are in for 
a walk in you r survival attempt. 

Of course, it can be fitted with less 
than the full complement of surviva l 
equipment for state ide use. J don't 
believe that aircrews flying over the 
more populated areas in the Z. J. 
need as much survival gear as when 
flying over remote areas of the wor ld. 
T he kit has been submitted to AMC 
fo r their consideration. 

Capt . Ken Wilkinson 
Fl ight Test Branch 
Griffiss AFB, New York 

In our books Captain Wilkinson is 
entitled to his own pet aversions , es
pecially if he includes a "fix." There 
isn't anything that can't be improved 
upon, so good luck to you, Ken. 

* * * 
Foggy Facts 

After reading your article, "Foggy 
Facts", appearing in the May issue, 
I get the impression that specia l VFR 
operation in control zone are only 
authorized when aircraft are visib le 
to the contro l tower operator or each 
aircraft is visible to the pi lots of 
other aircraft concerned and the pi lots 
can maintain the ir own separation. 

These circumstances permit the 
contro ll er to use reduced separa ti on 
standards {IFH) when in his opinion 
adequate separation can be provided 
by this means. The procedures are 
not predicated on either the aircraft 
being visib le to the tower or to the 
pilots involved. (Reference Par. 

T H E EDITOR 

3.800, A 1C Procedures for Control 
of Air Traffic.) These factors deter
mine whether or not standard IFR 
separation wi ll be used. 

We in the air traffi c control bu i
ness appreciate your efforts to ac
quaint pi lots with traffic contro l 
procedures. This media shou ld prove 
beneficia l to al l concerned. 

Maj . Noel E. Turne r 
Director of Flight Facilities 
1801 st AACS Gp . Hamilton AFB . 

"Foggy Facts" cited an example 
whereby aircraft may depart or ar
rive at a base during below minimum 
wPather conditions without standard 
/ FR separation. 

I f the story didn't arouse your 
curiosity, maybe Majo r T urner's let
ter will. Check paragraphs 3.80 and 
3.800 of the ANC Procedures for the 
control of Air Traffic. 

* * * 
Extra Omni Angles 

With all due res pect to the integ
rity of Major Mercer who wrote the 
article tit led "Extra Omni Angles" in 
the May issue of FLYING SAFETY, 
there are a couple of points I believe 
need further explanation or correc
tion. He never once mentioned wheth
er or not the No. 2 needle was in
operative along with the RMT. The 
so lution of the problems di cussed in 
hi s article would greatl y change, de
pendent on thi s factor. Al so, thi s fact 
not being mentioned might create a 
littl e confusion. 

The main points I'd like to discuss 
a re as follows: 

• The No. 2 needle always indi
cates the magnetic bearing lo the 
station whether or not the RMT is 
working. 

• The heading pointer i. inopera
ti ve when the RM[ is inoperative. 

Due to the fact that th e No. 2 
needle works olT the same signa l as 
the vertica l cro~s pointer needle 
(VCP 1), it is very unlikely that the 
lo. 2 needle wou ld be inoperative 

whil e the VCP is operat in g (·· -
though it is po ible). During 
oriental ion, the fact that the 10. 
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needle always indi cates the magnetic 
bearing to the station eliminates us
age of excess ive time because the 

A lot can turn immediately to the 
,.,roper headin g to the station. After 

rolling out on thi s inbound heading, 
or while he is in the turn , he can 
crank in the inbound bearing in the 
course selector window as read off 
the lo. 2 need le. If the course selec
tor window is inoperative, the course 
selector knob can be turned until the 
VCPN is centered. When the VCPN 
is centered, the aircraft is then in· 
bound on the radial that is indicated 
by the No. 2 needle and course se· 
lector window. This procedure works 
the same with the RMI inoperative. 

As far as the relationship between 
the RMI and headin g pointer is con -

cerned it just about boil s down to the 
fact that if the RMI is inoperative 
the heading pointer is inoperative 
because they are geared together. The 
RMI can be inoperative in one of two 
ways. It either turns as the aircraft 
turns, even though it doesn't indi cate 
the proper heading, or it becomes 
stuck on one particular headin g in
dication and does not turn as the air
craft turns. If the RMI is stuck on 
one headin g, the heading pointer is 
completely inoperative. If the RMI 
turns as the aircraft turns and does 
not indicate the proper heading, a 
pilot can figure the difference be
tween the RMI heading and the air
craft headin g an d sti ll use the head
ing pointer for orientations in most 
cases. The difference between head-

This operational hazard reporting system features A. Gremlin . 
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ings would always have to be applied 
when reading the heading pointer 
which would make it a littl e difficult 
to fi gure drift corrections going into 
the station. For all practical pur
poses, though, the heading pointer 
also is inoperative in the latter case. 

We, in the Instrument Section at 
Goodfellow, think that the o. 2 
needle is the most important part of 
the omni equipment because it al
ways tells you the magnetic bearing 
to the station no matter what your 
posi tion is, and al so is the least likely 
instrument to go out without all of 
the equipment being inoperative. 

Capt. Fred W . Cronn 
Goodfellow AFB, Tex. 

Good stuff. Sounds like the good 
Captain knows what he is talking 
about. Thanks for the added info. 

* * * 
Gremlins 

Your attention is invited to the 
attached photo showing operational 
"Gremlin" which is furnished for 
your information and retention . 

This particular concept for the re
porting of those "almost-but-not· 
quite" accidents was developed and 
placed in effect by this headquarters 
on 1 April 1955. 

Our personnel have been indoctri-
11ated on the use of the "Gremlin" 
form, and we are p leased wi th the 
results. To date over 20 reports have 
contributed immeasurably in reduc
ing the potential aircraft accidents. 
With continuous emphasis and in
doctrination, we are convinced that 
this sort of hazard reporting will 
prove to be an invaluable adjunct to 
our Aircraft Accident Prevention 
Program. As you probably surmised, 
we have adopted your suggestions re
garding the " Operational Hazar·d Re
port" discussed at some length in 
your publication, "Aircraft Accident 
Prevention," Guide 1o. 2, dated 1 
March 1955. 

Photos with "Gremlin" format were 
furni shed to Headquarters, Air Mate· 
riel Force, Europe, in uffi cien t cop
ies for dissemination to afety officers 
throughout the command. If you so 
desire, a brief sketch of the "Grem
lin" may be published in the Air 
Force Flying Safety Magazine. 

Capt . David B. White 
Asst Adj . 7485th Air Depot Wing 
APO 207, New York 

The old Gremlin is back in busi
ness again. One difference; this time 
he's on our side. 
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from 

to 
ZERO 

I THIS ARTICLE we are going to 
delve into the inner workings of 
the USAF Flight Director, more 

commonly known as the Zero Reader, 
manufactured by the Sperry Gyro
scope Co. ow before you Ay types 
Aip your lid, eject through the canopy 
and groan something to the effect that 
you don ' t even want to hear about 
another instrument in the cockpit, 
best you regroup and see what it says 
in the fine print at the end of the 
contract. Cou ld be that after you read 
what it is, what it can do and how to 
use it, you might even get enthusi-
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An all weather Air Force. That's what we are striving for. And it's working 
out. Pilot proficiency is being stressed and requirements met. Cockpit instru
mentation and lighting are coming along in good shape, and navigational aid. 
are of sufficient caliber and reliability whereby Air Force types can take o 
and land without ever seeing the ground. 

• 

Just when things start to look rosy, up pops another problem. Like all • 
plans of mice and men, things sometimes go awry. In one case the dilemma 
was " How can an all weather fight er interceptor pilot per/ orm all the J unc-
tions required of him and complete his mission?" True, if he had enough eyes, 
ears, arms and legs he could watch the gages, check the letdown charts , ac
knowledge transmission, perform the various tactical operations required and 
fly the aircraft. But most jockeys are handicapped by possessing only two each 
of the above mentioned anatomical items. e 

So what happens? Does the Air Fo rce decide to discontinue all weather 
operations? Negative ! It has reached deep into the bag and come up with some 
real fine techniques and procedures designed to help the pilots. 

What we discuss here is use of the I LAS, utili:ing Zero Reader or Omni 
equipment, whichever is installed. Now don't you advocates of the CCI letdown 
with a GCA handoff go walking away shaking your heads. It could well be that • 
knowing · about the Instrument low Approach System could someday get you 
out of a rather hairy situation. The first part of this article covers Zero 
Reader-equipped aircraft; the second covers those equipped with Omni, an 
automatic pilot and the automatic coupler. 

Before people got a little shook and brought it all to a screaming halt, the 
boys down at Tyndall AFB were shooting touch-and-goes with this equipment 
when you couldn't see the length of a .50 caliber slug. They did it as a matter • 
of course and never came close to losin{!. an aircraft during the process . 

• • 

• 
the Zero Reader 

astic about it. Most people who are 
familiar with it, like it - in spades. 

Okay, you say, so it's different, but 
T still have to add it to my cross
check in the cockpit. True. But that's 
okay if it eliminates several other 
instruments, isn't it? And that is thi s 
littl e dude's big g immick. It simpli
fies, makes things easier, helps the 
pilot without adding to hi s wo rkload. 

Specifically, the Flight Director 
(hereinafter referred to as the Zero 
Reader) is a gyrosco pic fli ght instru
ment. It takes a variety of informa
tion from such sources as the gyro 

horizon , directional gyro, magnetic 
compass, sensitive altimeter and the 
ILAS and VOR indicators and pre-

• 

sents it to a pilot on a simple two
element indicator. The instrument e 
gathers thi s combined information, 
precomputes it and tell s a pilot when , 
in what direction and how much to 
move the control s of hi s a ircraft. 

As stated before, at first sight the 
whole deal may eem like just an-
other instrument in the cockpit. But • 
a few minutes perusal makes it oba 
ous that it introduces a new and ba'W 
instrument concept. The Zero Reader 
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ant1c1pates or looks ahead of the ex
isting facts; predicts the future conse
quences of present attitude and head
ing of the aircraft at a given moment. 

All pilots are familiar with and 
have used those instruments which are 
generally considered primary; the 
gyro horizon , directional gyro, sensi
tive altimeter, magnetic compass and 
the ILAS deviation indicator. They 
might be termed attitude and dis
placement or "how goes it" instru
ments. They visually indicate degree 
of bank, present heading, altitude 
above sea level or how far you are 
from the center of a radio beam. This 
is information concerning your pres-

Ait condition, at a given moment. 
W The Zero Reader is a single instru

ment which, using two indicator bars 
or needles moving at right angles to 
each other, converts this "how goes 
it" information into control com
mands that a pilot follows. It merely 
states, "Go up, go down, go to the 
left or go to the right" as the case 
may be; and needs only one instru
ment to transmit these commands to 
a pilot. (That doesn't mean that a 
pilot never refers to his "how goes 
it" instruments, but he only has to 
monitor them occasionally.) Consid
erable mental computing, necessary 

under manual flight, is now done by 
the Zero Reader through an auto
matic computer instead of by a pilot. 
He flies it by keeping the. two indi
cator needles centered, which makes 
for an easy-to-follow visual reference. 
And remember, the Zero Reader is 
much more sensitive and precise than 
basic flight instruments. 

In other words, in this single
instrument indication, the attitude and 
displacement "now answers", individ
ually shown by the basic instruments, 
are combined algebraically into a 
single prediction demand as seen by 
the relationship of the two indicator 
needles. Heading and roll signals are 
combined on the vertical needle, and 
a radio beam coupling can be added 
to the computation by switching them 
in at the pilot's discretion. Pitch at
titude, altitude or glide path and go
around signals are combined on the 
horizontal needle. You are flying cor
rectly when the two needles are ze
roed in, hence the term, Zero Reader. 

The Zero Reader is made up of two 
parts: The combined indicator and 
the selector switch. The combined in
dicator, as its name implies, com
bines two instruments, the flight 
director indicator and a heading se
lector, within a single housing. It has 

What, another instrument! Maybe, but this one is just like a crystal ball. 

JULY, 1955 

several functions: a. Provides on a 
two-element indicator a visual refer· 
ence to the fli ght control movement 
required to do any maneuver. b. Per
mits a desired heading to be set into 
the flight director. c. Repeats the mag
netic heading indication of the air
craft's compass system. 

A selector switch enables a pilot 
to select the particular fli ght pattern 
desired or required at any time. Se
lection is made by rotating the control 
knob to any of four positions: 
FLIGHT INST, VOR-LOC BLUE 
RIGHT, VOR-LOC BLUE LEFT, 
APPROACH. Altitude control can be 
set in by switching another knob and 
a go-around is triggered by pushing 
in the altitude control knob. 

• FLIGHT INST-The Zero Read
er becomes a gyro-controlled fli ght 
instrument independent of radio sig
nals in this position. Altitude control 
may be on or off. 

• VOR-LOC BLUE RIGHT-Func
tions the same as above, plus the ad
dition of a radio navigation signal. 
Signal source can be an ILAS beam, 
provided blue sector of the beam is 
on the right of the fli ght path. VOR 
is always used on BLUE RIGHT be
cause it provides to-from indications 
without relating them to blue right or 
blue left indications. 

• VOR-LOC BLUE LEFT- Is a re
versal of the direction sensing of the 
radio signals for VOR-LOC BLUE 
RIGHT. In this case the blue sector 
is to the left of the flight path, as for 
VAR and ILAS . 

• APPROACH - Same as VOR
LOC BLUE RIGHT plus glide path 
signal on horizontal needl e. 

Turns to Headings 

Check Figure 1 to see just how 
simple this can be. Assume that a 
plane is on a heading of 200 degrees 
and the pilot wishes to turn to a 
heading of 290 degrees. The pilot sets 
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in the new heading and banks the 
aircraft toward the vertical needle 
sufficiently to center it. If he rolls in 
too little or too much, the vertical 
needle remains off center but the mo
ment the aircraft assumes the attitude 
(bank) which will lead it to the de
sired heading, the needle becomes 
centered, or zeroed if you prefer. The 
system is as simple as that. As the 
290-degree heading i approached, 
the amount of bank required to can
cel the heading signal is decreased. 
This is indicated by a displacement 
from center by the vertical needle; 
taking off bank to correct this dis
placement recenters the needle. After 
reaching the new heading of 290 de
grees, keep the needle centered to 
maintain the heading. 

All during this simplified version 
of how one phase of the equipment 

in the sense that an altimeter is, for 
example. The altimeter is the primary 
instrument for maintaining pitch at
titude; the Zero Reader may not give 
exact information concerning the ex
act attitude or condition of the air
craft; for thi s it is necessary to cross
check the full instrument panel. 

But in another sense the Zero 
Reader does become a primary in
strument. It does tell a pilot that he 
is flying his aircraft in exactly the 
proper attitude to accomplish a de
sired maneuver, and frequently this 
is the only information he is looking 
for under certain conditions. This in
formation becomes primary when he 
is faced with the task of achieving 
and accurately maintaining a new 
flight condition. 

Okay, now let's take a look at some 
other uses of the Zero Reader. We 

~------
..,--- ._.._!ll..o! 

·=-
Figure 1. Keep the needles zeroed to stay on the flight path. 

works, the instrument is electronic
ally doing all of the mental comput
ing and looking ahead for the pilot. 
For example, it is continuously meas
uring the angular di sp lacement of the 
aircraft from the desired heading, 
and as the angle decreases, it auto
matically indicates to the pilot, when, 
in what direction and how much to 
adjust the controls to reflect this 
continuous change in displacement. 

Actually, this is a good example 
of how the Zero Reader can be used 
to intercept the known heading of 
a radio beam. The interception is 
made evenly, without overshooting 
or bracketing. 

Before getting into the many uses 
to which the Zero Reader can be put, 
let's restate one thing. The Zero 
Reader is not a primary in trument 
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have seen already how it can be used 
as a fli ght instrument to turn to and 
maintain a heading. We saw that the 
key to that was to get the needles 
centered and keep them there. Now 
let's take a look at what it wi ll do 
for you on an instrument takeoff. 

ITO, Climb and Level-Off 

Set the pitch attitude control knob 
for takeoff attitude (you should ex
periment to find just where this be
longs on your aircraft by trying it 
several times in good weather.) Get 
the aircraft a ligned with the runway 
and be sure that the vertical needle 
is centered and that the horizontal 
needle indicates a "fly-up" deflection. 
(Be sure that the altitude control is 
OFF by checking to see that the green 

• 
light on the selector switch is on. ) 
At takeoff speed, pu II the nose up to 
center the horizontal needl e of tJA 
indicator. Thi needle, at thi s tim\9' 
is purely a pitch attitude indi cation 
of magnified reference. Keep the • 
needles centered until ready to turn 
to a preselected climb heading that 
conforms to your takeoff instructions 
and to your best climb airspeed. After 
getting on heading and reaching 
climb speed, adjust the pitch attitude 
trim knob to center the horizontal e 
needle, which serves as a sensitive 
pitch indicator. 

At the desired altitude, level off 
and turn the altitude control knob on 
the selector switch to ON. This auto
matically establishes this altitude as 
a reference. Keep the horizontal e 
needle zeroed and you will maintain 
altitude; a gain or loss in altitude 

Combined Indicator of Zero Reader. 

will displace the needle and ca ll for 
corrective control movement. After 
reaching the desired altitude be sure 
and reset the pitch attitude knob to 
level flight. This control is especially 
useful in controlling altitude during 
turns and wi I I be satisfactory up to 
60 degrees of bank. 

Turning the altitude contro l to ON, 
automatically makes any pitch atti
tude trim setting inoperative but, pre
setting a contemplated 'attitude change 
into the system enables a pilot to 
climb or descend immediately if the 
altitude control is turned off. 

High Speed Turns 

If heading changes are small , th& 
is less than 20 degrees, the bank li J!m' 
its of 45 degrees built into the Zero 
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Reader will establish a reasonable 
rate of turn. However, if large 
changes in heading are desired this 

A te of turn may be too slow. To de
~rease the time of turn necessitates 

an increase in the angle of bank. This 
is done by overriding the Zero Reader 
and carrying the vertical needle de
flection on the opposite side to the 
direction of turn. 

For example, with the heading se
lector set well off of the aircraft's 
heading (more than 30 degrees), the 
angle of bank can be increased to 
65 degrees by deflecting the vertical 
needle slightly over the one-half scale 
opposite the direction of turn. (See 
Figure 2). Center the vertical needle 
when approaching about 20 degrees 
from the selected heading. Holding 
it centered will cause the aircraft to 
roll out on the selected heading. In 

The four- position Selector Switch. 

a steep turn with the altitude control 
on, remember to center the horizontal 
needle slowly whenever the indicator 
shows a "fly up" condition to avoid 
any possibility of a high speed stall. 
Turn error is eliminated with this in
strument, and if a pilot follows the 
visual indications he will roll out 
with his wings level. 

Descent and Level-Off 

For descent and level-off at a lower 
altitude, the Zero Reader is used in 
the same way as to climb out to a de
sired altitude. The horizontal needle 
is used to hold the pitch required to 
maintain the desired letdown speed. 

A pilot can use the instrument in 
two ways. He can leave the pitch at
titude control in the zero pitch mark 
and hold the needle in a deflected 
position to maintain his rate of de
scent. Or he can set in the desired 
letdown attitude on the pitch attitude 
trim mark and keep the horizontal 
needle centered. (For an extremely 
high rate of descent it may be neces
sary to hold a slight "fly up" deflec
tion on the horizontal needle.) If the 
first method is used, level-off can be 
accomplished by centering the needle 
and, if desired, turning the altitude 
control to ON as soon as the vertical 
speed is on zero. 

Uses in Radio Navigation 

When using the Zero Reader to fly 
VOR and VAR range beams some 

Figure 2 . Opposite needle deflection indicates slH per banks. 

30-DEGREE BANK 50-0 GREE BANK 
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functions, such as the altitude con
trol and the manual pitch attitude 
trim, are used in the same way as 
when on FLIGHT I ST position. 
This means that using the Zero Reader 
for radio navigation is an extension 
of its use as a flight instrument. 

To intercept a VOR or VAR beam, 
tune the navigational receiver to the 
desired channel and check the ILAS 
deviation indicator for proper opera
tion. (The ILAS deviation indicator 
is not part of the Zero Reader but is 
the regular cockpit instrument used 
in flying VOR-ILAS.) Then turn the 
selector switch to FLIGHT I ST and 
the altitude knob to ON. Next, set-in 
an intercept heading on the heading 
selector which will provide a beam 
intercept angle of 90 degrees or less. 
Bank the aircraft to zero the vertical 
needle and the Zero Reader will take 
you into the beam on the set-in inter
cept heading. 

Upon entering the beam, the verti
cal needle of the ILAS deviation in
dicator will begin to move toward 
center. Check the appropriate charts 
for the correct heading to the facility; 
set it on the selector. Immediately 
set the selector switch to either VOR
LOC BLUE RIGHT or to VOR-LOC 
BLUE LEFT, as required. (This will 
depend on whether the blue sector is 
to the left or right on VAR or ILAS.) 

Fly the aircraft to zero the needles 
and you will arrive close to the beam 
center, contingent, however, on any 
crosswind being present. (Crosswind 
procedures will be covered later.) 

VOR Approaches 

In general, when using the Zero 
Reader for approaches, the techniques 
described for radio navigation are ap
plicable. After intercepting the beam, 
center the needles and follow the 
beam on-course signal. As an ex
ample, assume the inbound heading 
to be 270 degrees, so that after pass
ing the station on an outbound head
ing of 90 degrees, a procedure turn 
and letdown are necessary. (On VOR, 
use VOR-LOC BLUE RIGHT.) 

Before initiating procedure turn 
switch to FLIGHT INST position 
and set in first increment of heading 
change ( 45 degrees). Zero the verti
cal needle and you will maintain this 
heading until ready to turn back to 
the intercept heading. After flying 
away from the beam the desired 
length of time, set-in the reciproca l 
heading (225 degrees) and fly to re
zero the needle. As the beam is ap-
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in making ILAS approaches. As 
shown in Figure 3, assume that your 
aircraft is at position 1; al titude ~i" 
20,000 feet. You are homin g on tl 
middle marker using ADF an 
cleared for an approach. Set the 
heading selector on 315 degrees, 
switch to FLIGHT INST and keep 
the altitude control ON. 

The Zero Reader also can be utilized as a radio navigation instrument. 

Two procedures are possible where 
an aircraft arrives over the middle 
marker before bracketing the localiz
er. (Obviously, if the beam is brack
eted inbound and and then the pro
cedure turn initiated outbound, the 
same general letdown procedure 
would be used.) The procedure in 
Figure 3 requires bracketing the out
bound localizer immediately after 
obtaining the on-course indication 
over the middle marker. If flown at 
high speed without using the Zero 
Reader, several overshoots will oc
cur before the aircraft is settled on 
course because of the narrowness of 
the beam at this location. Using the 
Zero Reader, a single overshoot wi ll 
occur and the aircraft will settle on
course approximately 18 miles from 
the transmitter. 

proached, set-in the inbound head
ing, switch to BLUE RIGHT, zero the 
needle again and you will be on the 
correct heading. 

During the procedure turn, an ap
proximate rate of descent can be set 
into the Zero Reader while flyin g a 
constant altitude signal. After set
ting the pitch attitude trim knob to 
the estimated position, the descent is 
initiated by turnin g the altitude con
trol knob to the OFF position. Refer
ence to the rate of climb indicator 
may di ctate a slight reset of the trim 
knob after the descent has started. 

To eliminate the erratic indica
tions that appear when passing over 
the radio station it is necessary to 
turn the selector switch temporarily 
to FLIGHT INST and follow the 
existing set-in heading. (Accomplish 
thi s approximately one minute from 
the station.) 

For ADF and low frequen cy ran ge 
approaches, the selector switch is 
left on the FLIGHT INST position. 
Headings are selected as required to 
bracket the beam and fl y radio bear
ings. Control of elevation and rate 
of descent is accomplished usi ng the 
altitude control and with the hori
zontal needle used as an indicator. 

Zero Reader ancl GCA 

Using any of the above approaches 
in connection with GCA is simplicity 
itself. After the letdown, the GCA 
controller will establish the aircraft 
on the downwind leg. At this time 
set in the heading given by the con
troller and establish the desired air
speed, keeping the need les centered. 

Set-in the base leg heading when 
given by the GCA contro ll er and put 
the aircraft into final approach con
figuration . Changes in heading on the 
final approach are set-in immediate
ly when call ed off by the contro ller. 
Two-degree heading changes on the 
final may seem insignificant, but fly-
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ing the Zero Reader and making co
ordinated turns will make for better 
results than using standard instru
ments which often require skidding 
and slipping to maintain heading. 

Descent on the final approach is 
made using the horizontal needle of 
the Zero Reader as an attitude in
strument in the same way that an 
artificial horizon is used. A pilot can 
select a fixed pitch reference (hori
zontal needle deflected) similar to 
that of the artificial horizon , or he 
can adjust the pitch attitude trim so 
that the horizontal needle will be 
centered on final approach. However, 
the recommended method is to use 
the horizontal need le as a sensi tive 
pitch indicator by leaving the pitch 
attitude trim on zero and holding the 
needle off center. 

ILAS Approaches 

One of the most important func
tions of the Zero Reader is its use 

After zeroing the needles and fly
ing the beam outbound with altitude 
contro l in OFF position, the selecto. 
swi tch in VOR-LOC BLUE LEF 
and the heading selector on 270 de
grees yo u are ready to start your pro
cedure turn. At this point you can 
reduce power, extend speed brakes 
and start the descent. (We are assum
ing in this examp le that you are fly
ing a jet. However, in general, pro
cedures hold true for any aircraft.) 

Center the needles lo intercept and stay on the ILAS localizer beam. 

--
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Figure 3 . Two selector posit ions, FLT INST and APPROACH, are uti
lized in performing a jet penet ra ti on a nd an instrument low approach. 

Various methods of procedure 
turns can be used: 

• It can be made during descent. 
• The descent can be stopped at 

an arbitrary figure, the turn com
pleted and the descent continued. 

• The descent can be continued to 
a low altitude and the turn initiated 
at this point. 

Let's assume in this case, that the 
procedure turn is started immediate· 
ly after settling on the outbound 
heading and during the letdown. 
Upon completing the turn, the 
heading is held until the ILAS de
viation indicator shows that the air-

& raft is entering the localizer beam. 
W At this point, set the heading se

lector to the runway heading of 90 
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degrees, switch to BLUE RIGHT and 
center the needle. 

A shorter procedure is to continue 
on a course of 315 degrees for about 
one to two minutes after arriving 
over the marker, starting a left turn 
to 135 degrees on the Zero Reader 
and then bracketing the localizer in
bound. In either case, airspeed re
quirements at high speeds require 
that a pilot responds immediately to 
the movement of the Zero Reader 
throughout the initial approach. De
lays will result in high intercept an
gles and overshoots which will take 
the aircraft past the outer marker be
fore the inbound localizer is bracket
ed. (This is applicable to jets only.) 

At a distance of 18 miles from the 

runway, the glide path will generally 
be approximately 4500 feet above 
runway elevation. Most approach 
diagrams call for flying under the 
glide path and leveling out before 
entering it but, if you wish, you can 
save time by planning your descent 
so that the aircraft arrives at the 
glide path altitude during the pro
cedure turn onto the localizer beam. 

As you reach glide path altitude 
during the descent, the horizontal 
needle of tha ILAS deviation indi
cator will begin to rise from the 
bottom of that instrument. As it 
starts, reduce the rate of descent and 
switch the selector to APPROACH. 
Your Zero Reader is now coupled to 
both the localizer and the glide path. 
All that is required is to keep the 
needles centered to remain on the 
center line and on the glide path. 
Reduce airspeed to that needed for 
lowering the gear and flaps before 
reaching the outer marker. As you 
pass over the outer marker extend 
gear and flaps and reduce power to 
establish final approach airspeed. 

D rift Corr ection 

The presence of a crosswind is 
automatically shown on the Zero 
Reader by a steady indication of 
drift angle on the heading selector. 
(The ILAS deviation indicator also 
will show a steady error with respect 
to a radio beam.) The drift angle is 
the angular difference between the 
compass heading and the set-in head
ing. The term steady is intended to 
apply to length of time; that is, a 
momentary or transitory indication 
would not be an indication of drift, 
whereas an indication of several min
utes would signify dr ift angle. 

In this case, align the aircraft 
heading pointer to the index marker 
(or align the two pointers). Fly the 
aircraft to zero the needles, this will 
correct for the wind and return the 
plane to the radio on-course signal 
indicated by the ILAS deviation in
dicator. It will remain there until 
the wind changes. 

Don't keep fiddling with the knob 
when on final approach. You can 
make a correction after stabilizing 
on the localizer beam when nearing 
the outer marker and one more, if 
necessary, when at the middle mark
er. Another technique is to make 
your correction on the basis of re
ported ground winds and fly all the 
way down with that correction. If the 
Zero Reader installation includes an 
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automatic crosswind compensator, 
such compensation will take place 
automatically on final when the se
lector switch is on APPROACH. 

Go-Around P rocedures 

Last but far from least, the Zero 
Reader can be used for a go-around 
if you fouled up on the low ap
proach. In the event of a go-around, 
depress the altitude knob on the se
lector switch (it's marked FOR GO
AROUND PUSH.) A yellow go
around flag appears immediately on 
the right side of the Zero Reader in
dicator. Now the indicator needles 
are no longer influenced by radio or 
altitude control signals. 

Control your aircraft to zero the 
"fly-up" deflection which will ap
pear on the horizontal needle. The 
resulting attitude has been selected 
to stop the descent quickly and to 
provide a pitch reference for the ini
tial climb-out. Be sure to crosscheck 

0 

IN CASE you haven't noticed, that 
piece of equipment commonly re
ferred to as Omni is here to stay. 

True, there are many pifots who 
haven't had the opportunity to fly it, 
but it won't be long now. Stations 
are springing up like the weeds in 
your front lawn and more and more 
aircraft are being Omni equipped. 

If Omni's only contribution was 
to provide a reliable means of get
ting from here to there regardless of 
the electrical disturbances induced 
by thunderstorms and other weather 
phenomena, it would be enough. 
But this amazing chunk of wires, 
tubes and fuses has proved its versa
tility almost beyond belief. Omni 
equipment, tied in with an Instru
ment Low Approach System, tied in 
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the airspeed as the aircraft' con
figuration is changed and, if neces
sary, hold the horizontal needle off 
zero slightly to maintain the desired 
speed. After a safe altitude has been 
reached, disarm the go-around 
switch by turning the selector to 
FLIGHT INST. Adjust the pitch atti
tude trim knob so that when the indi 
cator needles are zeroed the desired 
climbing speed is maintained. 

If you don't desire to use the go
around feature, or if it is not in
stalled, a missed approach can still 
be made using the FLIGHT INST 
position of the Zero Reader. Prior 
to reaching the outer marker when 
inbound on a final approach, set the 
pitch attitude trim knob to a prede
termined climb reference. (Experi
ment with your Zero Reader to find 
a setting that will definitely stop 
your descent.) Then if you must 
make a go-around, you have only to 
switch to FLIGHT INST and control 
the aircraft to zero the horizontal 

with an auto-pilot, hooked up to an 
automatic coupler, strapped into an 
aircraft ... (deep breath) ... will 
bring you down to the runway by 
the "Look, no hands" method. But 
we're getting ahead of our story. 

The versatility of Omni is particu
larly appreciated by the all-weather 
interceptor pilot. Normally speaking, 
the standard IFR approach for the 
jet driver is the GCI letdown with a 
GCA hand-off. It's a good system. 
It is reliable and has proved itself 
to be the easiest all-around method 
of getting out of the soup on to the 
gri tty. But look at it this way. Any 
professional pilot is obligated to be 
familiar with the equipment provid
ed him. The Air Force has provided 
alternate letdown methods involving 

• 
needle. Check your airspeed and, if 
necessary, readjust the trim knob to 
maintain the de ired indicated aiA 
speed during the climb. It goes wjtl
out saying that, using either method, 
it is incumbent upon the pilot to • 
apply proper go-around power. 

aturally, there are many more 
details that could be gone into when 
discussing the Zero Reader. For ex
ample, when di cussing how it 
should be flown in turbulence. The 
manufacturer recommends that it be • 
flown loosely. That is, don't attempt 
to follow every small signal. Rather, 
attempt to average them out and se-
lect steady signals. We can't go into 
all the fine details in this article, so 
for detailed explanations of certain 
techniques best you take a good look e 
at your instrument flying manual, 
ATRC 51-4. As a matter of fact, we'll 
bet a bob or two that you'll find a lot 
of things in the book that you might 
well brush up on. Why not give it a 
go, and see? • 

a variety of equipment and you may 
sometime be called upon to put them 
into practice. When you arrive over 
an installation that has no CCI or 
GCA to assist you, but has an ILAS, 
you should know how to use it. 

Perhaps the aircraft you fly is 
not Omni equipped, but it soon will 
be. In the very near future, all of 
you will have the necessary equip
ment to utilize the Instrument Low 
Approach System using the course 
indicator instrument of the Omni 
equipment. With this type of in
stallation the Omni instruments are 
the only ones required to make a 
penetration and low approach, righ.t 
down to the runway. 

The A 1/ AR -14 omnidirectiona 
receiver is a VHF navigation receiver 
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with associated indicators that pro
vide reception of all Omni ranges, 

6 calizers and voice facilities on 108 
- 135.9 megacycle channels. It has 

a control box and two instruments, 
the course indicator and the radio 
magneti c indicator (RMI). With thi s 
installation the pilot can home on 
any Omni facility using the tandard 
Omni procedures. In addition, the 
g lidepath and on -course of any ILAS 
can be tuned in and indicat ions will 
be received on the course indicator. 
In a nutshell, yo u tune in an Omni 
station and make your letdown; then 
after turning inbound to the field, 
you switch a sin gle selector knob to 
the ILAS frequency and fly the 
course indicator, using the vertical 
needle for directional contro l and 
the horizontal needle for the glide
path. It's just as simpl e as that. 

Let's take a hypotheti ca l case and 
follow an F-86D pil ot through hi s 
entire letdown process. 

Our hero is tooling along at 35,000 
feet with an F-86D strapped securely 
in place. He notes that hi s destina
tion has an Omni facility and has an 
ILAS in tallation First he tunes in 
the correct frequency on the Omni 
range. The control is located on the 

A ight console and is labeled VHF
W'AV. After identifying the station , 

he checks the closest magneti c bear
ing inbound, as indicated under the 
double barred pointer on the RMI. 
He turns toward the pointer until it 
is at the top of the instrument. He 
rotates the selector knob until the 
desired bearing appears in the bear
ing window of the course indicator 
and he flies the vertical needle to the 
station. It's as easy as shooting fi sh 
in a barrel. Following station pass
age, he is ready to execute the let
down into the ILAS pattern. 

ILAS Approaches 

An ILAS approach requires con
siderable planning prior to execu
tion and that's where the Pilot's 
Handbook- ILS Chart comes in. It 
shows the physical set-up and cross
sectioP of the localizer and glide
path beams, location of the markers 
and altitudes to be flown. The transi
tion point from the last radio navi
gational aid to the ILAS procedure 
is shown in detail. Normally the 
localizer beam is tuned in and in
tercepted after passing the Omni 

A nge station. However, if utilizing 
~n ADF or low frequency range for 

penetration purposes, as discussed 
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When the weather is on the deck, the Omni equipment 
is a real life saver to the all-weather interceptor pilot. 

later, the ILAS frequency can be 
tuned in before tarting the letdown. 

When cleared by the contro lling 
agency for a penetration and low ap
proach, our boy executes a standard 
penetration for that station and de
parts the range on a heading that 
intercepts the localizer beam of the 
ILAS. By this time he has turned 
the frequency selector on the VHF 
NAV control panel from the Omni 
station frequency to the published 
ILAS localizer frequen cy. 1ow the 
location of the on-course line is 
represented by the vertical needle 
of the course indicator and the 
glidepath is reflected in the horizon
tal needle. He takes care to note that 
there is no alarm flag indications on 
the course indicator instrument in
dicating some malfunction. 

There are several combinations 
that he could use to make an initial 
penetration and get down into the 
ILAS pattern. He could make an 
ADF letdown using a horner or the 
outer or middle marker of the ILAS. 
In such cases he would have the 
ILAS frequen cy already tuned in, 
and warmed up. He would use the 
ADF feature of the radio compass 
for his letdown and, upon leav ing 
the horner, merely bring the course 
indicator into hi s crosscheck to in
tercept the ILAS localizer beam. 

Regardless of whether he executes 
the penetration using an Omni sta
tion , a homer or a low frequency 
range, the procedure is to leave that 
facility on a heading that wi ll inter
cep t the ILAS localizer (center line) 

and have the ILAS frequency tuned 
111 , identified and ready to operate . 

Beam Following 

Upon interceptin g the on-course 
our F-86D pilot maintains a constant 
inbound heading with the vertical 
needle cen tered. Movement off the 
beam is caused by wind (assuming 
the magnetic heading is maintained 
accurately) . The rate of deflection is, 
of course, indicative of the wind di
rection and veloci ty_ It's a good idea 
to get and remember the surface 
wind velocity and direction as given 
by the control tower. That prepares 
yo u for a drift factor, to ri ght or left, 
so you can better establi sh an on
track heading. It is important to 
crosscheck the needle rapidly and 
the first off-course indication should 
be immediately counteracted. Cor
rective turns must be coordinated, 
and degree of bank shouldn't exceed 
the number of degrees to be turned. 

As he flies the localizer, his alti
tude is at the designated approach 
a ltitude and the airspeed is reduced 
to the final approach speed. He low
ers the gear and completes the final 
flap adjustment. The correct altitude 
is maintained during the reduction 
in airspeed and is held until the 
glidepath is intercep ted. 

Precise beam followin g is of prime 
importance during the en tire run . 
The approach altitude is normally 
1000 feet above the field elevation, 
and a t this altitude the glidepath is 
intercepted over the outer marker. As 
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Disconnect the coupler before pass ing the 
sta ti on. The plane will follo w the needle . 

soon as the horizontal bar of the 
course indicator starts to move down 
he prepares to make the power re
duction to establish the correct de
scent. When the glidepath crosspoint
er (horizontal needle) arrives at the 
center line of the instrument, he re· 
duces power to the correct setting 
and establishes a descent at the de
sired rate. 

Any corrections required to get 
back on either the glide path or the 
center line should be crosschecked 
using the attitude gyro. Likewise, 
the airspeed indicator should be 
closely observed. Normally the pow
er is kept constan t during final ap· 
proach, however, if the airspeed ex
ceeds plus or minus 5 mph from the 
desired, a change in power is made. 

As the aircraft Ries inbound, the 
altimeter should be cros checked 
over the middle marker to determine 
the accuracy of the glidepath beam. 
The correct altitude is listed in the 
Pilot's Handbook- ILS Chart. In the 
event you are on the glidepath but 
the altimeter indicates· that you are 
50 feet or more from the published 
middle marker altitude, go-around. 
It is obvious that if the beam or the 
instrument causes this much of an 
error, continuing a low IFR ap
proach would be hazardous. 

A little gimmick that many driv
ers use is to have the GCA controller 
monitor the ILAS final approach. In 
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such cases the controller merely ad
vises once in a while that "You look 
good on our scopes, on center line, 
on glidepath" or perhaps "You ap
pear to be to the right or left of the 
center line." Remember, the com
ments from the GCA controller are 
advisory only, and you are flying the 
aircraft using the ILAS as your pri
mary low approach instrument. 

Look, No Hands 

Now that wasn't too hard to take, 
was it? Of course you are probably 
wondering what that yakking about 
auto-pilot and "look, no hands" was 
all about. Well , we saved that 'til 
the last because it's the best. 

Most everybody is familiar with 
the auto-pilots installed in fighter 
interceptor aircraft. They are in
stalled to relieve the pilot from ma
nipulating the controls. This auto-

pilot will hold the aircraft on any 
pre-selected course, change the course 
at will with a coordinated turn , <A 
maintain the airplane level or in anW' 
desired angle of climb or dive up to 
40 degrees from level Ri ght. The 
pilot establishes the desired attitude 
and heading, engages the auto-pilot 
and puts his hands in his lap. 

Now you should know a little about 
the ILAS procedure and a little about 
the auto-pilot. And here's the best 
part of the combination. You can use 
the auto-pilot to Ry you automatically 
to the Omni station or down the ILAS 
glidepath or both. It's all done with 
what is known as the automatic ap
proach coupler. In this system the 
auto-pilot uses the signals received 
through the automatic coupler to 
guide you to the radio facility. 

Let's say you want to drive into an 
Omni station. To use the approach 
coupler to track inbound to the sta
tion, you first select the proper head
ing on the course indicator, making 
sure you have a TO indication in 
the ambiguity window. Next manu
ally direct the aircraft toward the 
desired heading until the vertical 
needle is within p lus or minus one
fourth inch of center position. The 
heading control will be automatic bA 
engaging the localizer button on th. 
approach coupler control and it will 
take you to the station. 

When you get close to station pass
age it will be necessary to dis-engage 
the coupler and Ry manually. The 
reason is that as you near the station , 
the vertical needle starts to dance 
back and forth. So will your aircraft 

A low a pproach with the automatic coupler is "loo k, no ha nds." 
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e eedle positions on the Course Indicator are shown in relation to a ircraft position during an !LAS pattern . 

if it is still on auto-pilot, and things 
get a l ittle shook up for a while. It is 
simply a case of the auto-pilot trying 
to keep up with the dancing needle . 

ILAS With Coupler 

After station passage the automatic 
coupler may be re-engaged by select
ing the proper outbound heading on 
the indicator and pushing the loca l
izer button. 

Although the automatic coupler 
can be used to make a penetration, 
most drivers fly the aircraft manu
ally. Selecting the outbound and in
bound procedure turn headings and 
engaging and disengaging the auto
pilot requires more work than flying 
manually. 

After procedure turn and station 
passage, change the Omni ran ge to 
the ILAS frequency and take up a 
heading to intercept the localizer 
beam. You can make the in itial ap-

ai.roach from the stati on to the loca l
W er beam at any angle up to 90 de

grees from the beam heading. When 
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the airplane is on a heading that will 
intercep t the localizer beam and as 
soon as the localizer needle starts to 
swing toward cen ter, depress the lo
calizer button. The aircraft wi ll inter
cept the beam automatica ll y and 
bracket it until it settl e down, right 
on the money. The auto-pilot wi ll 
compensate for any drift so all you 
have to do is sit there and get the 
aircraft set up for the final approach. 

A few words of caution. Do not 
depress the localizer button too soon 
on initial intersection of the beam. 
If you are too far out the coupler 
will not pick up the signal and will 
probably just turn the aircraft in 
circles. Conversely, if you engage the 
system too late, the aircraft wi ll over
shoot the beam and bracket excessive
ly. Just remember that as soon as the 
vertical needle starts to move toward 
the center you can engage the coup
ler. Al so, during the entire approach 
be sure everything is functioning nor
mally. In the event ma! function is 
indicated, disengage the coup ler and 
continue the approach manually. 

As you fly inbound and the hori
zontal needle starts to move down 
toward center you are approaching 
the glidepath and the gear and flaps 
shou Id be lowered. As soon as the 
needle hits the center position engage 
the glidepath button on the automat
ic coupler control and reduce power 
to the correct setting. The aircraft will 
nose over automatically and after two 
or three osci ll ations settle down on 
the glidepath . Now the pilot simply 
maintains the recommended airspeed 
by adju ting the throttle and rides 
it down. Remember, the automatic 
coupler wi ll always attempt to keep 
the aircraft on the glide path. If you 
fai l to keep enough power on, con
ceivably the coupler cou ld stall the 
aircraft out. 

The auto-pilot will now take the 
aircraft right down to the runway. 
As you cross the threshold, disengage 
the auto-pilot and round-out and 
land. Ye , it's too bad, but since the 
auto-pil ot does not incorporate a 
round-out feature, you'll have to do 
thi s manually. Tough life. • 
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REMEMBER LAST year's Carol, Edna and Hazel? Each year, as 
summer wanes, a series of these towering, vicious ladies come 
dancing over the horizon out of the Caribbean, heading north. 

When they are fully-developed, _ robust gals they can become 
quite troublesome; their common failing being that they get a little 
too windy. And when they open up full blast, anything in their path 
is likely to get tossed around more than somewhat. Especially air
planes. So when the weird sisters open the ball, best move the iron 
birds to an area of relative serenity. 

Flight Service has been delegated the authority to see that this 
movement, or hurricane evacuation, is carried out in an orderly, 
expedient fashion . A strip of land, 100 miles wide, stretching along 
the southern and eastern boundaries of the United States from Mexico 
to Maine, has been delegated as a hurricane danger zone. Normal ly, 
there are more than 8000 military aircraft based at over 100 military 
stations in this zone which is divided into lettered areas by Flight 
Service. If a hurricane threatens, the planes must be evacuated inland. 

Flight Service appoints Hurricane Evacuation (Hurev) Com
manders for each zone in the danger area and selects inland airfields, 
or refuge bases, to which military aircraft can be flown when a hur
ricane is imminent. The Hurev Commanders are responsible for 
preparing detailed evacuation plans, including types and the num
ber of aircraft at each base that will be involved in the movement. 
These plans are sent to the appropriate Flight Service and ARTC 
Centers for coordination. 

The commanders act as liaison officers to assigned refuge bases 
also, to insure the adequacy of the facility and to arrange such sup
port functions as billeting, mess and maintenance. 

To prevent congestion of air traffic routes and to assist bases in 
the danger area a Hurev condition system was established. Flight 
Service Centers keep the bases in their respective areas notified con
stantly of their present status in the condition system when a hurri 
cane is brewing. Four conditions are possible in the system: 

• Condition Four. Seventy-two hours prior to forecast arrival. 
All flight crews and liaison personnel are alerted. 

• Condition Three. Forty-eight hours prior to forecast arrival. 
Some of the aircraft are evacuated and liaison personnel are dis
patched to assigned refuge bases. 

• Condition Two. Twenty-four hours prior to forecast arrival. All 
other aircraft requiring evacuation will be sent out at this time ex
cept those whose specific mission requires that they remain available. 
(Hurricane reconnaissance, ARS and a minimum number of combat 
ready and support aircraft.) 

• Condition One. Twelve hours prior to a forecast arrival. Any 
remaining planes requiring evacuation are sent out. A NOTAM is 
issued restricting the base to hurri cane reconnaissance, ARS and mili
tary necessity aircraft. Evacuation of these aircraft will be determined 
by the agency exercising operational control. 

Where possible, evacuation should be made under VFR conditions, 
in flights. When it is necessary to go IFR, close coordination and 
cooperation must be maintained between Flight Service, CAA and 
other interested agencies. On an IFR evacuation, during Hurev con
ditions one and two, the base will notify the ARTC Center eight hours 
in advance of the estimated time of departure, stating the number of 
aircraft involved and giving any changes to the existing Hurev plan. 
Flight plans should be filed with ARTC four hours before ETD, 
if possible. 

The accompanying map on these pages shows the bases in the 
danger area, the refuge bases, the numbered zones and those Flight 
Service Centers responsible for Hurev movements. For full details 
on the evacuation plans as they effect your area, consult the Joint 
Military Aircraft Hurricane Evacuation Plan 55-1, Hdqs, Flight 
Serivce, Orlando AFB, Florida. • 
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THE CREED of the Air Rescue 
Service can be stated very simply: 
"That others may live." Perhaps 

that isn't very impressive, but just 
ask the guy who has been snatched up 
from the wrong side of the bomb line 
or the pilot who was yanked out of 
the briny deep. Ask the survivors of 
a light plane crash high in the Sierras. 
Tl:iey wouldn't have lasted out the 
night without food and clothing from 
the preliminary ai r drop. Ask the 
lumberjack with the rup tured appen
dix. The H-19 beat the old man with 
the scythe by minutes. 
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Typ ical crew prepare s fo r a sea rch and rescue m1ss1on . Afte r special ized , detailed b riefings 
to ind ividual crewmembers, a general brie fi ng of the search area is given by the navigato r. 

When the great scoreboard is to
taled and all individual case histories 
are closed, the Effectiveness Reports 
of ARS personnel will be in the high
est brackets. 

Basicall y, the purpose of this arti
cle is to remind you how to help Air 
Rescue Service help you. If the chips 
are ever down and you find your
self out on the proverbial limb, 
knowing what ARS needs to know can 
greatly expedite the helping hand. It 
takes but a few words to swing this 
tremendous organization into action 
and as long as you are in di stress, 
regardless of the nature, you're strict
ly a VIP and will be accorded the 
full treatment. 

Let's take an actual incident that 
occurred recently. It represents a 
typical ARS intercept mission. The 
report is cut and dried. You' ll have 
to fill in the suspense and a bit of 
drama by reading between the lines. 

Oakland ARTC advised at 1335 
hours that AF-0000, a C-119, was 
using excessive oil in No. 2 engine 
and requested ARS to stand by in the 
event that the aircraft might feather 
and request interception. 

The 4lst Air Rescue Squadron was 
directed to prepare to roll on a mo-

ment' notice and a complete flighe 
plan was obtained from Military 
Flight Service. Armed with this, the 
crew was ready for a scramble. 

At 1413 hours, the Oakland Center 
advised that the C-119 would have to 
feather No. 2 in approximately one 
hour and requested interception. Lati
tude, longitude and heading of the 
distressed aircraft were given, and in 
a few minutes an SA-16 was airborne 
and winging out over the Pacific. 

At 1435, AF-0000 feathered No. 2 
propeller and declared an emergency. 
Oakland ARTC reported that the air
craft was unable to maintain 9000 
feet and was descending at 200 feet 

Through experience, rescue crews know the 
importa nce of having the correct equipment. 
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per minute. This information was 
passed on to the Rescue Squadron 
~d a second SA-16 was airborne 
Which, in turn, alerted a task force 

of 11 de troyers and two destroyer 
escorts approximately 75 miles from 
the track of the distressed aircraft. 
A third alert SA-16 was airborne, 
with instructions to orbit over the 
Farallon Islands. This plane relayed 
weather and sea conditions to the 
other rescue aircraft. 

Although the C-119 was experienc
ing communications difficultie , VHF 
contact was made at 200 miles prior 
to actual intercept and visual inter
cept by the lead SA-16 was made at 
1610 hours. The distressed aircraft 
had continued a descent to 6200 feet 
where the aircraft commander was 
able to maintain the aircraft's alti· 
tude on one engine. 

The C-119, escorted by all the air
craft, arrived at Moffett AS at 1823 
hours and landed without difficulty. 
Mission closed. 

As we said, this was a routine in
tercept. It went off smoothly and no 
difficulty was experienced in finding 
the C-119. However, here is the in
formation that was transmitted to the 
Oakland Center and relayed to ARS: 

•
ime and position. Groundspeed. 
rack . Altitude. Intentions. Radio 

frequencies. True airspeed. Estimated 
winds. True heading. umber of 
passengers and crew. Destination. 
ETA destination. Nature and serious
ness of the emergency. 

With this information available, 
it was pos ible to plan the intercep t 
quickly and efficiently. In other 
words, the C-119 crew knew how to 
help ARS help them. 

ARS asked FLYING SAFETY to 
be sure to pass on one especially im
portant factor and that is, don't wait 
for a complete emergency to develop 
before calling for aid. They know 
from experience that many pilots are 
prone to grit their teeth and fight out 

With the engines turning, crewmembers race 
toward the SA-16 for a scramble takeoff . 

an emergency situation alone. Pos
sibly they' re ashamed to ask for help. 
Believe us, that's the worst thing you 
can do . When things start to fall 
away fast, get on the wireless ma· 
chine and squawk. The eyes and ears 
of many agencies are concerned with 
you and your iron bird. One yell will 
set the wheels in motion. 

It isn't always the military drivers 
who need help, either. A recent light 
plane accident and the ultimate rescue 
of the pilot and passenger from a 
snow-covered mountain were well 
publicized by press and radio. It is 
highly doubtful, however, if anyone 
outside of ARS knows what went into 
that particular mission. 

At 2010 hours, Hamilton Rescue 
Control Center notified the 4lst Air 
Rescue Squadron that a light civilian 
aircraft was overdue on a flight from 
Oroville, California, to Reno, Ne
vada. And that, gentle reader, is the 
worst kind of rock pile country. 

The Rescue Control Center received 
a request from CAA to conduct a 
search. A full description of the air
craft and fli ght plan was obtained 
while the alert crew was being readied 
for a route search. Weather condi
tions were forecast to be very good 
for a night mission. 

Because of expected early morning 
fo g at Hamilton and good weather 
conditions expected at Reno, an as
sistant mission commander was ap
pointed to proceed to Reno and set 
up search operations. Another officer 
was assigned the duty of coordinating 
the efforts of the California Civil Air 
Patrol at Marysville, California. A 
stand-by crew was alerted to provide 
airlift for the CAP coordinator and 
pararescue personnel. 

Within the next hour and a half, 
an extended communications check 
was completed and the following 
agencies were alerted to assist ARS. 

• Ground Observer Corps. 
• California and evada CAP. 

• State police and county sheriffs. 
• Many radio and TV stations. 
• Newspapers. 
• Public utility companies. 
• State and U.S. Forestry Services. 
• Hamilton, McClellan and Stead 

Air Force Bases. 
The alert SA-16 aircrew and assist

ant mission commander were briefed 
on all phases of the situation and 
given proposed search plans. Basic
ally, the plan was to utilize maximum 
CAP facilities and personnel, aug
mented by two ARS SA-16s, one H-19 
and all Air Force aircraft flying 
locally out of the aforementioned AF 
bases. Other alerted agencies would 
provide whatever assistance was pos
sible within their capabilities. 

The actual search began at 2245 
hours, with the suspected areas being 
combed carefully. Little hills run
ning up to about 12,000 feet made this 
touch-and-go, and the perspiration of 
the crews could not be attributed to 
overworked aircraft heaters. 

The following morning at 0815 
hours, the predetermined plan began 
to unfold and a full-scale search was 
in effect. Maximum effort was ex
pended by all agencies and then one 
of those unpredictable things hap
pened. A light aircraft not under 
CAP or ARS control, flying out of 
Reno on a short cross-country, lo
cated the missing aircraft. The pilot 
of the puddle-jumper could not orient 
himself navigation-wise to pinpoint 
the location of the downed aircraft, 
so the two SA-16s were notified to 
locate this civilian aircraft that was 
orbiting the scene. 

As might be expected, lack of a 
common frequency made it impossi
ble for the '16s to home on the light 
plane and just when things were get
ting somewhat confusing, Sacramento 
Radio was able to contact the pilot 
and told him to proceed to Marysville 
and land. Soon a plan was formulated 
to attempt a retrace of his flight path 
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and with the genera l area established, 
search aircraft took off again. 

Daylight was fa st running out 
when one of the SA-16s located the 
downed aircraft. A rapid survey of 
the area and condi ti on of the sur
vivors was conducted. From all in
dications there was no need for medi
ca l attention. but rather, survi va l 
gear appeared to be the order of the 
day. The li ght plane was upri ght in 
approximately six feet of snow, and 
both survivors were standing and 
waving. Warm clothing, food, sur
vival gear and a URC-4 radio were 
airdropped and all equipment landed 
within a few yards of the two people. 

Developing and positioning the 
various methods of rescue were then 
put into effect. A triangle of positive 
rescue methods about the downed 
survivors was formed as follows: 

The ARS helicopter was posi tioned 
at Marysville. One SA-16 with a para
rescue team aboard was placed at 
Reno where the weather would re-

In case of inju ry, paramedics will bail out 
al once and spot-land close to survivors . 

main clear for an earl y morning take
off, and a ground rescue team led by 
two parare cue men hit the trail. Thi s 
team consisted of county heriffs. 
forestry personnel and the local 
utility company personnel. Their 
mode of transportation was snow cats. 

This activity of the search was slow 
but very reliable in the even t weather 
imposed restrictions to helicopter and 
pararescue recovery. The prospects of 
sure rescue were now well within 
reach and qualified personnel were 
in position for the effort. 

Waiting for the hours of darkness 
to pass wa the worst. The air-drop 
of survival gear by the SA-16 eased 
the apprehension, for it was realized 
that the two survi vors were now well 
clothed and had food for the night. 
It's possible to hurry almost anything 
excep t the sun . Positive action had 
to wait for daylight. 

At 0632, one SA-16 was airborne 
from Hamilton, en rou te to Marys
ville to escort the H-19 to Auburn, 
Calif., and then to the scene. The sec
ond SA-16 was airborne from Reno 
at 0830 wi th the pararescue team. 
The helicop ter landed at Auburn at 
0840, awaiting relocation of the sur
vivors. The ground 'rescue team con
tinued on slowly in their snow cats, 
toiling upward through trees and 
snow-covered rocks. In this manner, 
three possibilities for evacuation were 
converging on the survivors, each en
deavoring to perform the actual res
cue as quickly as possible. 

At 0956 that morning the SA-16 
out of Reno relocated the crash site 
and radio con tact was made with the 
survivors. Anyone who has ever had 
to use the little old URC-4 can appre
ciate just how well the trans-ceiver 
works. The needl e-in-the-hay tack is 
a relativel y large object compared 
with a sport plane down in the moun
tains, and radio contact with the su r
vivors took the guesswork out of re
location . Both reported that they were 
warm and in good physical condi 
tion. While the first SA-16 orbi ted 
the crash, the other began escorting 
the H-19 to the scene. 

The chopper arrived at the site at 
1026 and, eva luating the area care
fully, the pilot evacuated the two 
people successfull y at 1040. His eval
uation of the pick-up makes for in
teresting reading : 

"With minimum fuel , three crew
members aboard and grossing 6546 
pounds, the area was surveyed by 
making three passes into a fi ve-knot 
wind, approaching a hover but main-

tam mg translational I ift. Tt wa de
termi ned a hover could be made at 
the 5200-foot elevation. The terra. 
was quite rough, si tua ted on a hi W 
bluff, and was moderately wooded 
and brushy. 

"A slow, shall ow approach was 
made and the aircraft was hovered 
with the gear in the snow. The medi
cal technician got out and led the 
survivors to the heli cop ter. After all 
were on board, the return trip to 
Marysville where an ambulance was 
waiting was quickly accomplished." 

The SA-16s were advised to return 
to Hamilton AFB and the ground res
cue party was contacted by radio and 
told to call off their end of the en
deavor. Their position at thi s time 
was five miles from the scene. 

All aircraft in the search and ulti
mate re cue returned to their respec
tive bases and all agencies were de
alerted. Mission closed. 

We have to admit that this whole 
business sounds rather simple. You 
just go out and fly around until you 
find what you're looking for. Call up 
a cho pper. Land. Load your passen
gers and yank off again. But there's 
a great deal more to the overall pic
ture than meets the eye. The thinking 
and planning and coordinating aJA 
the variables that are not appareiW 
to the uninitiated. The tremendous 
amount of survival equipment carried 
aboard the average rescue aircraft is 
staggering. The many methods of 
search and intercept could fi II volumes. 

A couple of weeks ago, FL YING 
SAFETY visited the 4th Air Rescue 
Group, commanded by Colonel A. 0. 
Lerche, at Hamilton AFB. With four 
squadrons located respectively at 
Hamilton, March. McChord and Low
ry, thi s organization has a vast area 
of responsibility. Working closely 
with ADC, the fun ctions of the two 
appear almost synonymous until the 
gong rings, then one scrambles to 
destroy, if necessary, the other scram
bles to save. 

Inasmuch as ARS personnel never 
know whether they' ll be called on to 
head out into the desert, skim over 
the Rockies or grind long hours at 
sea, the SA-16s are-always loaded 
with a variety of survival equipment. 
Everything is designed for easy and 
accurate parachuting to survivors. 

Take a crew forced down in the 
wilderness, for example. Once lo
cated, the ARS crew wi 11 drop them 
a carbine and ammunition. heaA 
clothing which includes jackets, pan19' 
and long johns, as well as gloves, 

FLYING SAFETY 
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boots, sox, parkas, blankets, food 
and a portable tove for cooking. 

ANormall y, they'll a lso receive a 
- io (URC-4), and yellow message 

treamers giving whatever instruc
tions appear to be necessary. If there 
are injuries among the downed party, 
paramedics bail out and spot-land 
within yards of the camp. These 
highly trained medical technicians, 
as devoted to duty as any doctor who 
ever came down the pike, are as phys
icall y fit as all other paratroopers. 

Sea rescue presents problems pe· 
culiar to that medium. It isn't often 
that we have to ditch these days but 
there again, if it becomes necessary, 
try to get word to someone-anyone 
for that matter- then play your cards 
as carefull y as possible. Regardless 
of where you are, if your "Mayday" 
gets through, ARS will be on the way 
within minutes. If you can't squawk 
because of communications failure, 
they'll be alerted shortly after your 
time runs out. 

The SA-16s carry a great deal of 
water survival equipment, too. The 
droppable PP-1 Kit consist of two 
20-man rafts. Actuated by a static
line paradrop, the rafts will inflate 
on the way down. Because they're 

A:ured together by eight hundred 
Wet of line, a bit of bombardiering 

on the part of the SA-16 navigator 
insures that they'll hit upwind from 
any downed party and then drift 
down where the line can be snagged 
without lots of swimming, paddling 
or praying. There's plenty of grub 
and water and emergency medical 
equipment attached to allow for a 
rather protracted sea journey. If the 
rescue craft splatters the area with 
sea marker dye, don't be surprised. 
Makes for easier relocation in case 
an open sea landing isn't practical 
at the moment. Remember though, 
like the famed Royal Mounties, ARS 
always get their man. Probably you 
don't realize how important you are! 

There are, of course, many reasons 
why the Air Rescue Service is a tre
mendously efficient organization, but 
by and large, the most important fac
tor is training. Training and re
training. Constant crew up-grading. 
There isn't a single pilot or other 
crewmember within ARS who can 
rest on his laurels. 

It is highly doubtful if any unit 
within the structure of the military 
demands any greater air crew disci-

•

ne than ARS. And, we don't mean 
t and polish, either. On the con

trary, rescue is such an exacting busi-

JULY, 1955 

The Civil Air Patrol , a USAF au xil iary, is tra ined by ARS a nd lends invaluable assistance on 
sea rch and rescue missio ns. The ir a ircraft are be st utili zed for terra in search operations. 

ness, every man must not only know 
every phase of his part in the pro
gram, but also is required to have a 
working knowledge of the next man's 
a signment. Then and only then can 
a crew function effectively regardless 
of situation or predicament. 

Plane commanders and those be
ing up-graded must practice con
stantly to assure maximum personal 
performance under the most adverse 
conditions. Standardized procedures 
include proficiency in the following : 

Normal and cross-wind takeoff 
procedures from land. Instrument 
and night takeoffs. Maximum per
formance takeoffs with and without 
JATO. Standard range, GCA and ILS 
approaches including engine-out con
figuration. Landing site evaluation. 
Maximum performance landings. 

As far as water work is concerned, 
ARS pilots constantly practice evalu
ation of sea, sheltered water and 
rivers so they will be able to recog
nize best landing areas . They must 
have a thorough and efficient knowl
edge of basic seamanship_ They must 
know and appreciate the limitations 
of SA-16s in various water condi
tions. They practice normal and ab
normal takeoffs from water and must 
know how to get the maximum per
formance from their aircraft, both in 
sheltered waters and the open sea. 

They are experts in abnormal land
ing conditions which includes night, 
instrument, glassy and rough water. 
Ramping and beaching procedures 
and evaluation of the surf are other 
factors that they must be able to 
understand and master. 

The various methods employed in 
actual searches require the greatest 
coordination between the navigators 
and the pilots. Many different pat
terns are used, depending upon the 
nature of the mission, such as the 
expanding square, expanding rectan
gle, creeping line or the combined 
parallel expanding square search, to 
name but a few. 

The specialists who make up the 
Air Rescue Service are, for the most 

part, men who have devoted years of 
their lives to the organization. Some 
say that, like death and taxes, you 
can't escape from ARS. We happen 
to know that such isn't true. The 
real rescue man stays because he 
wants to. He's a highly trained spe
cialist in a tight-knit organization, 
and the average pilot, navigator or 
paramedic is in there to stay just as 
long as he's needed. 

We'd like to reiterate some of the 
things you can do to help ARS help 
you, if it ever becomes necessary: 

• Get the word out fast if you run 
into a bind. 

• If so equipped, turn IFF to 
EMERGENCY. 

• If far at sea or over vast wastes, 
maintain the same course until 
advised to change by ARS. 

• Don't wait for the fu ll- fledged 
emergency to develop before ask
ing for help. 

• Try to give a complete picture of 
your position, altitude, speed, 
number aboard and the nature 
of the emergency to the nearest 
contact point. If you can't reach 
ARS direct, don't worry, the in
formation will be relayed im
mediately. Above all, play it 
cool. You've got the best rescue 
organization in the world work
ing for just one guy. YOU. • 

FLYING SAFETY suggests that 
all personnel charged with training, 
regardless of echelon, obtain and 
show the new film titled "Know Your 
Rescue Service." It's available for 
distribution Air Force-wide and gives 
a complete and comprehensive cover
age of exactly what ARS can and 
does do. Every pilot and crewmember 
in your organization should see this 
20-minute film. 

For a comprehensive rundown on 
ARS procedures, see the Supplemen
tary Flight lnf ormation document. 
There's a wealth of information in 
a few pages and such reading is time 
well spent. 
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BEX 

O
NE OF OUR STUDE 1TS recent ly 

got himself invo lved in a comedy 
of e rrors, which fortunately 

didn ' t lead to something far more 
serious. This boy's t.rouble started as 
far back as hi s briefing. 

He was scheduled for a formation 
miss ion with his instructor in an · 
other F-86 and was briefed for 1200 
pounds of fuel on hi break. The in
structor emphasized this point, and 
told the fli ght to call if their fuel got 
down near minimum allowable. 

This student evident] y made a 
rather perfunctory preAight of hi s 
aircraft. The plane was written up 
for the tank selector being incorrect 
( the selector switch had to be placed 
on I BOARD JETTISO to feed). 
This discrepancy was recorded in 
Part II of the Form 1 and a ca rd 
spelling out the malfunction was 
placed on the instrument panel. Ob
viously, the pilot did not check the 
Form 1 and failed to see the card. as 
he placed the sw itch in the I 1BOARD 
position before takeoff. 

He failed also to check his fuel 
until the end of the period, at which 
time he had 450 pounds remaining. 
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THE BETTER 
TD CHEW 

WITH, LAD 

I 

Despite the fact that the fuel was 
lower than allowable minimums ac
cording to hi s briefing, he didn ' t call 
the Ai ght leader during the letdown. 
(The Aight leader had 1800 pounds 
of fuel at this time.) Finally, just 
before entering the initial , the stu
dent informed the Ai ght leader that 
he had 50 pounds left. The leader 
immediately brought him in on a 
straight-in approach off the initial 
and the falterin g tiger made a normal 
landing on the runway, flaming out 
as he touched down. 

After the aircraft was towed off 
the runway, a check showed that 
there was still 240 gallons of fuel 
remaining in the drop tanks! 

REX SAYS: Man alive, (it's a won
der this boy still is, a/ ter that one) 
our accident prevention people and 
0 ps officers are constantly pounding 
home the importance of preflight 
checks, why you must read the Form 
1 and the reasons for following SOPs 
and briefings. This joker made 
enough mistakes to start a whole fil e 
of Form 14s. It's hard to figure why 
he wouldn't check the Form 1, see the 
placard or follow his briefing . He 
probably had other things on his 
mind, which can get real rough when 
you're fl ying an airplane, especially 
a jet fighter. However, it figures that 
by the time his instructor and CO 
finished chewing, he won't be so neg
lect/ ul in the future. 

Something else enters my mind con
cerning this near-miss. Seems that 
the noted discrepancy could be con
strued as being a safety of flight item. 
As such, the aircraft should have 
been carried on a red cross. In short, 
earth-bound until said gripe was 
properly corrected . 

SAYS• 

I WAS LEADING a Ai ght of four 
jet fighters on an IFR cross-coun
try mission and as a result of some 

admittedly lousy flight planning 
ended up over the range with 30 
minutes less fuel than I had entered 
on my Aight plan. ot that one goof 
was enough, I called in and requested 
a letdown without bothering to tell 
them that our supply of juice was 
somewhat critical. I figured that with 
a normal letdown I had plenty of 
fuel , which was true, but after being 
cleared to 20,000 feet I received an 
expected approach time of 1329. Still 
okay, but at 1328 the tower advised 
that the expected approach time had 
been moved up to 1341, then later it 
was again changed to 1353. Finally, 
I advised them that unless I received 
immediate clearance, I would be 
forced to declare an emergency IA 
cause of fuel limitations. The n
thing I got from the tower was that 
they couldn't clear me until 1408. At 
this time I declared an emergency and 
started my descent. We all landed suc
cessfu 11 y but not one of us had more 
fuel than it takes to fill a Zippo. 

REX SAYS: With the current infla
tion you are now valued at 89 cents 
in varying amounts of calcium, iron 
and such. Add to that the cost of pilot 
training, roughly $60,000, and the 
total soars to about $60,000.89. Now 
strap a one-million-dollar airplane to 
your posterior and the taxpayer ends 
up with $1,060,000.89 worth of man 
and machine hustling around the wild 
blue. Everytime you "goof," you hit 
Uncle where it hurts. But likewise, 
everytime you use the old noggin in 
an emergency, you save money. 

Now, that this gµ,y pulled a few 
boners cannot be denied. With proper 
flight planning all of this mess would 
not have come up in the first place_ 
But his declaring an emergency and 
executing an immediate letdown is a 
typical example of how a small 
amount of common sense results in a 
large saving_ ~ 

That ARTC can and does handll9 
lot of traffic when the birds are walk-
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ing, is a foregone conclusion. They 
really do a job; still there may come 
a time when it is necessary for you 
as a pilot to take things into your 
own hands and pull a "ready or not, 
here I com e" stunt. It is certainly not 
the ideal situation but if you gotta, 
you gotta! Let them know what you 
HAVE to do, then do it. 

* 

• 

WAS RETURNING to base hav
ing cleared from Amarillo, Texas, 
to Long Beach, California. Take

IT was at dusk and most of the flight 
was carried on in darkness. There 
was a moon but the night was quite 
black. Since the cited event took place 
between Holbrook and Prescott, Ari
zona, the countryside was quite 
black, too, being sparsel y populated 
and with little lighting on the ground. 
I was flyin g airways going west and 
was at an altitude of 10,000 feet 
which is the published minimum for 
that airway in that particular local
ity. As I approached Winslo w, I got 
ready to make my position report 
and to consult my computer so as to 
give an ETA for Prescott. 

I used my flashlight momentarily, 
got my computati on and gave a look 
around. Much to my surpri se I saw 
another aircraft app roaching me from 
the right and at the same altitude. 
I don' t believe he saw me but I man
aged to get out of his way. I don't 
know if he was fl ying local or was 
going south on his way from some
place to somepl ace else. He was ap
parentl y on a course of abo ut 180 
degrees or more and hence if he was 
usin g the quadrilateral course system 

• was at a p roper al ti tude, Lo wit, 
W even thousand altitude. After I 

passed Winslow and before reaching 
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Prescott, I overtook another aircraft 
goin g the same direction and at the 
same altitude as I. In neither case 
did I see the aircraft until it was 
almost too late to avoid running into 
same. It certainly would be advisa
ble, what with all the air travel these 
days, if all flights were required to 
be on the basis of an IFR clearance 
regardless of weather conditions, and 
they be monitored by ARTC to pro
vide time and altitude separation. 

REX SAYS: Well, you have a pretty 
good point. There are a lot of pros 
and cons concerning requiring an 
I FR flight plan during the hours of 
darkness, regardless of the weather 
conditions. I have to sort of go along 
with the idea especially in controlled 
areas. Of course the big difficulty is 
that there is a lot of delay involved 
in providing positive separation and 
theoretically, if the visibility is good 
enough for V FR conditions they fig
ure that you should be able to see 
other aircraft . 

There are several European coun
tries that require all night flights to 
be !FR. The United Kingdom is one 
of them, I believe. I've flown around 
there and it is nice to know that you 
are provided separation when the sky 
is black as ink . 

* 

I
'D LIKE TO JOIN the parade of 

"learn and share it" with this little 
lesson that I learned the hard way. 
It happened on an administrative 

flight, B-25 type aircraft with provi
sions for seating in the waist. Just 
prior to takeoff, I requested one of 
my passengers to hang my extra uni
form in the aft end of the airplane. 
He did. The spot he picked may have 
been convenient but it was also hot. 

When the time came to retrieve my 
neatly pressed uniform, I found that 
instead of the customary two holes 
in the trouser legs, there were now 
eight from which to choose. My shirt 
too had suffered a slight change in 
tailoring by way of two gaping holes 
dead center aft. All liberated mate
rial lay charred and crumbling on the 
aft-section floor and left little doubt 
as to what happened. That's right, the 
heater system of the B-25 must be 
about as hot as Mom's old flat-iron 
because the results of over-exposure 
are the same. 

Aside from the loss of clothing, I 
thought of the far more serious series 
of events that could have taken place 
as a result of my carelessness. No, I 
personally didn't hang the clothes 
next to the heater, but I didn't make 
sure they weren't hung there, either. 

REX SAYS: Safety is a small thing 
except when measured by its absence. 
In this case, its absence could have 
resulted in an in/light fire of serious 
consequence. The loss of the uniform 
was getting off easy. Our newly joined 
confessor has just pointed this out 
himself so there's no point in my rub
bing it in. But, to belabor the point 
. . . by virtue of their function, 
heaters are hot. 

No, this is not the latest garb for the well-dressed USAF type. Actually, it 
is the result of carelessly hanging a uniform too close to a B-25 waist heater. 



that 

agic Area 
B. A. Martin, Chief Pilot, 

Georgia Div., Lockheed Airaaft Corp. 

A
FTER HAVI NG FLOW quite a 

lot in a l itt le of everything, most 
pil ot are probably in the saA 

boat a I. We' re creatures of ha,. 

• 

and habits in thi s flyin g business • 
sometimes can and do lead to acc i-
dents. I kno w that I have to watch my 
own habits closely and you shou ld 
too. Let me ampli fy that a bit. 

Let's say you've been fl yin g a C-47 
for several years. You've been in and 
out of every pea-patch from Able to 
Zebra, a long with every big field in • 
the country. You've flown in al I kinds 
of welilther and made a" many night 
landings as day landings. No sweat. 
You know your plane and can put it 
exactly where you want it. 

Okay, that's fine, but now let's say 
that you transition into a larger a ir- • 
craft. It's bigger and heavier than 
your Cooney and has four fans in-
stead of two. It crui ses faster, carries 
a much greater load and although it 
dwarfs the C-47, it's still a kindl y 
aircraft. You learn the plane thor-
oughly and you get to like it. Then • 
one day you run into trouble. 

This is compl etely unexpected . 
You're coming in for a landing on 
a 10,000-f oot runway. It's a clear day 
and the surface wind is almost calm. 
Two mi les out on final you're holdi A 
recommended approach speed for t9 • 
load. One mile out and you know 
you've got it made. You' re all set up. 
You're coming in real nice .. . then 
it happens. Before you can lift a 
hand, the main gea r slams onto the 
ground with a sp ine-shattering wal-
lop and the big bird boun ces back • 
into the air with a vicious leap. You 

Fly the a ircra ft all the way down on the 
final approach . So far you ha ve merely 
concentrated on a rriving at the magic area at 
a g iven a irspeed , not on touching down . 
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slap on full power and somehow 
ca tch it before al l is lost, but you 

Ai' t slop the next downward lun ge. 
Wfhe big plane smacks down again. 

This Lime it hits on the very edge of 
the runway and you hold your 
breath, wondering if the gear is go ing 
to collapse. Then you chop power 
and hold the nosewheel off as long 
as possible. Finally, after using re· 
ver e thrust and tapping the brakes 
gingerly, you coast to a stop. You're 
shakin g like a leaf and even now, 
yo u hate lo look over at the copilot. 
It goes without saying that you are 
more than thankful that the overrun 
was relatively smooth and graded and 
not full of big ruts or chuck-holes. 
There's about 4000 feet of runway 
left and you wonder how in the world 
you managed to hit so short. 

Basically, the answer i very sim· 
ple. Your habits got you into the 
predicament and out again, too. It 
was habit or refl exes, or whatever you 
want to call it, that prompted you to 
firewall the big bird after initial con
tact with the ground . And it was 
these same habits that allowed you 
to compl ete a more or less successful 
recovery. In those few seconds yo ur 
body was responding automaticall y to 

A essage from your brain- messages 
- at resulted from years of training 

and experience. 
So you say, "Well , how did habi t 

get me into an unsafe attitude? Do 
you infer that habit made the plane 
stall out? If so, you're nuts. One 
doesn't develop a habit of dropping 
in short. It just ain't habit-forming." 

All ri ght. I'll go along with you 
part way. Normall y, short landin gs 
aren't habit-formin g but it was a 
habit that caused you to hit short, 
and this was something that devel
oped 'way back in the days of your 
early instruction . 

Let's take a Dash One for any air
plane. Look up the recommended 
speed for the landing pattern. You' ll 
find tabl es for varying loads. Okay 

so far. low, note that a speed is es
tabli shed for the app roach phase and 
another slower one for over the fen ce. 
Please don't think I'm getting too 
basic, for it's thi s over-the-fence speed 
that can get yo u into trouble. What 
we mean by thi s over-the-fence speed 
i the IAS as yo u pass over the end 
of the runway. 

No, the Dash One isn ' t wrong. You 
were, when you landed short. Some
where out on that final approach you 
stopped fl ying the airplane. Right at 
the point where you said , " I've got 
it marle," you quit fl yi ng the air
plane and started guiding it and then 
trouble caught up with you. What you 
actually did was cut the instruments 
in the cockpit out of your crosscheck 
and concentrate on visua l reference to 
the runway only. 

There's one point in every landing 
pattern that I call the magic area. If 
you can reach this area while still 
flying the airplane, your landing will 
be assured, and I mean every time. 
Even if you wanted to, it would be 
impossibl e to hit short, for when you 
reach thi s magic area there is some 
so lid runway under the airplane. 

Let's take a hypotheti cal case. Our 
airplane stall s at 80 mph so we add 
30 mph to that for our over-the-fence 
speed. In other words, we should ar
ri ve over the threshold at llO mph. 
This exact speed is all -essen tial if 
we're to make the landin g properly. 

Now let's say the average angle of 
attack for touchdown is about seven 
degrees, nose up. This means that 
we've got to rotate the plane from a 
near-level attitude to a nose-up atti
tude through an arc of seven degrees 
after we reduce power. The average 
rotationa l rate is approximately one 
degree per second. 

If our speed is just riaht when we 
reach the magic area, all that remains 
for us to do is close the throttle and 
rotate the plane until the desired 
landing attitude is obtained. You will 
never land short. 

Control your airspeed just as when making 
an instrument approach until reaching 
that area over the end of the runway . 

MAGIC AREA 

The important thing is to fl y the 
ai rcraft up to thi s magic area and 
reach it at the correct airs peed. Prior 
to reaching thi s area yo u have not 
committed yo urself to land. All dur
in g the approach you have merely 
concentrated on arriving at this point 
over the runway at a given airspeed, 
not on tou ching down. This means 
that you must sti ll read the airspeed 
as well as look out at the runway. 
When you reach thi s magic area, then 
and only then do you start to land . 

Whether you bounce or paint it on 
at thi s point is not reall y important, 
is it? Yet, you will be surprised to 
find out that you will make consist
entl y good landings because you are 
making them the same way, every 
time. Of course, the big thing is that 
you will never be caught short- of the 
runway, that is. 

Now, say we cross the fence too 
slowly. It wi ll be necessa ry to speed 
up our rotation rate tremendously if 
we are to achieve the correct landing 
attitude before we run out of airspeed 
and altitude. You know what usuall y 
happens in a case like thi s. Somehow, 
you just don 't quite make it and hit 
with a vengeance. And, of course, 
you are settin g the stage for having 
the bird drop out from under you, 
short of the runway. 

Conversely, a rriving at the boun
dary with too much speed results in 
a period of floatin g. What the pilot 
really says to himself then, is, " I 
can' t rotate as fast as usual." In 
other words, he doesn't have hi s air
plane under con trol. 

So where is all of this leading? 
It's leadin g to just thi s and I repeat: 
Any pilot in any airplane can make 
good, safe approaches and landings 
if he knows his exact speed right into 
the magic area. Once he has arrived 
there, and not a second before, can 
he completely disregard the cockpit 
instruments, concentrate on the run
way and complete the landing, or if 
necessary, initiate a go-around. 

It has been my experience that all 
too many pilots are prone to watch 
their instruments carefully until al
most to the runway, say a quarter of 
a mile out, and then at the most criti 
cal moment, shift their attention 
from the cockpit to the runway. They 
can't tell by many miles an hour 
whether they crossed the boundary 
too fast or too slow and every now 
and again one will fall short and 
wonder why. 

Part of my job has been checking 
out pilots in Connies. This is a big 
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The steeper the approach, the more speed 
required; for more time and airspeed 
are consumed dur ing the round-out. 

MAGIC AREA 

airplane with lots of po,:Ver. It is 
kindly and forgiving yet I have been 
amazed at the number of experienced 
men who make good approaches only 
to throw it all away when they 
reached the critical threshold area. 

I really don't care what sort of a 
final approach is made. Long and flat 
or high and steep. Conditions usually 
dictate the approach. But the airplane 
has got to be just as carefully con
trolled up to the threshold as when 
practicing instrument procedures. 

I believe that one factor often over
looked is that of time. If we have to 
make a steep approach we carry more 
speed to insure a controlled flareout. 
This takes time. Here again, we have 
to plan ahead. The steeper the ap
proach the more speed required and 
the more time needed to round out, 
slow down and hit the magic area 
at the correct speed. Obviously the 
area behind must be sacrificed. These 
are factors that you have to practice 
yourself. Reading about them won't 
produce one whit of ability. 

One thing that I'd like to point up 
a bit is this business of airspeed 
keeping you flyin g. Remember when 
your instructor told you that the only 
thing that kept you in the air was 
airspeed? Well, actually, that wasn't 
quite true for the propeller wash over 
the wings had a lot to do with it, too. 

Take a case of undershooting slight
ly.You open the throttle or throttles 
and immediately feel the airplane 
surge. However, if you've ever 
watched the airspeed indicator under 
such conditions, you noted what you 
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thought was increased speed was in 
reality an increase in lift. The in
crease in power resulted in increased 
lift provided by the propeller slip
stream over the lift areas of the air
craft. The end result, of course, was 
lifting yourself by ·your bootstraps. 

Along with this idea of flying the 
aircraft right up to this magic area, 
never forget that power is your fourth 
control. You must use it as a contro l 
agency just like the surface controls. 
Use it to help you get and keep the 
correct speed. It is al so wise to re
member that you should not chop 
the power abruptly any more than 
you jerk back on the sti ck for land
ing. When you do you are immedi
ately taking lift away from the wings. 
Use it like the other controls, smooth 
and easy. 

Now thi s lift by propeller sli p
stream actually provides more mar
gin for airspeed error. But today, as 
we get closer to an all-jet Air Force, 
we have to change our thinking about 
such factors quite a bit. In any jet 
plane, airspeed is your only salvation . 
Unlike the reciprocating job, you 
don't have a fan to create lift. 

What the man said about airspeed 
keeping you flying is now perfectly 
true in a jet. With your indulgence 
I'd like to speak briefly on some of 
the jet problems. Testing B-47s has 
given me a reasonably good insight 
to this puzzle so, for whatever they 
are worth, here are my ideas. 

One factor that's applicable to any 
aircraft, but particularly jets, is the 
critical threshold speed and that 

magic area again. It's important to 
be in thi s area at the ri ght airspeed 
in reciprocatin g jobs ; it's an ab~ 
lute necessity in a jet aircraft. As'9 
rule of thumb, you can figure that 
every five knots above recommended 
over-the-fence speed will account for 
1000 feet of runway. If you come in 
too hot you'll find yourself fresh out 
of runway in spite of drag chutes, 
flaps, brakes or any other aid. Yank 
up the net, lads, I'm coming through. 

This then is really what I've been 
hammering at. One of these fine days 
you'll find yourself strapped to a 
blow-torch for the first time. I pre
dict that you'll love every moment 
of flying it too. But if you're sloppy 
about this magic area business, you're 
in for trouble. You just don't have 
the leeway to play with in jet aircraft. 

Let's take another hypothetical ex
ample and see what can happen. This 
job stal Is at 120 knots and we use 
130 knots for our over-the-fence 
speed. Okay, we could build in all 
sorts of possibilities that might louse 
us up. Maybe the airspeed indicator 
is a couple of knots on the high side. 
Possibly the plane is dirty and our 
aerodynamic efficiency is lowered by 
three or four knots. So there's about 
six knots shot and we don't even knoa 
it. Where are we? Just four kno
above a stall and that doesn ' t allow 
for any horsin g around. Let the pilot 
apply one-tenth of a G at thi s point 
and we lose six more knots and that's 
all she wrote! 

Fortunately this is an imaginary 
case and we never have to fly 'em at 
quite so critical a speed . But, you can 
see from the example that we've got 
to know our airspeed all the way to 
the threshold . Naturally, in gusty air 
we'll add a few knots. You do that 
in a reciprocating job, and the jets 
are no di fT eren t. 

Un like your old Goonies and other 
allied craft, jets have no propellers 
to act as brakes. I don ' t mean revers
ible fans, either. Those big blades 
present some genuine drag and many 
a pilot who has landed long can 
thank his props for getting stopped . 
By the same token, they've caused 
some undershoots, top. 

I'm not attempting to teach the 
mechanics of fli ght in this brief ar
ticle. That will come with training 
and practical application. However, 
in any airplane, jet or reciprocating, 
if you control your descent, enter the 
magic area at the proper airspeedA 
you've got it made- and not a mi19 
or two short. • 
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Capt . 

Edward C. Jackett 
3215th Drone Squadron 

Egl in AFB, Florida 

WELL DONE 

C
APTAIN JACKETT was fl yin g a T-33A which had just 
undergone major modification prior to use in drone op
erations. The aircraft had been released for the short 

fli ght between Eglin and an auxiliary field, minus workable 
radio equipmen t. 

In accomplishing his check prior to landing, he found 
that the gear handle could not be moved. All attempts to 
do so were futil e. This not only prevented lowering the 
gear normally but al so precl uded using the emergency 
gear procedure . 

Rather than re ign himself to a wheels-up landing, the 
captain mentally searched for a solution . Remembering a 
recent T. 0. change regarding the T-33A gear system, he 
suspected where his trouble might be and methodically pro
ceeded to make inflight corrections. He first removed the 
access plate over the gear controls, broke off the gear handle 
and released the cable. He then removed the gear handle 
lock pin from behind the gear handle support. It was the 
lock pin that had prevented the gea r hand le from moving. 
Next, Capt. Jackett rotated the gea r selector valve to the 
"down" position, using the rear seat connecting rod. He 
held the valve in the "down" position during the landing 
and until gear safety pins could be instal led on the runway . 

Capt. Jackett's thorough knowledge of the aircraft, and 
- exemplary abi lity to think analytically under emergency 

circumstances, make him well deserving of a "Well Done." 
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Electronic Weatherman-An electronic weatherman is 
opening the door to a new concept in weather forecasting. 
Meteorologists say it is the most significant advance in 
weather prediction in the last 30 years. 

A giant electronic data-processing machine, tabbed the 
Model 701, will soon be turning out daily weather charts 
at the Joint Numerical Weather Prediction (JNWP) unit, 
located at Suitland, Maryland. 

Precise mathematical formulas based on the dynamics 
of the earth 's atmosphere are the basis of the numerical 
system. Electronically calculated, the movement of the 
air masses which cause weather variations can be pre
dicted with reasonable accuracy by the machine. 

Data used by the 701 comes from reports received by 
teletype from weather stations in the U. S., Canada and 
Mexico. These reports contain information collected at 
the various sites by rawinsonde balloon runs. The ma
chine computes the data and then produces charts showing 
predictions of pressures expected at 3000, 10,000 and 
23,000 feet over the United States for the next 24 and 36-
hour periods. The pressure at these levels vary as weath
er conditions vary, and the charts wi ll be used by 
weather forecasters to predict the weather for their locale. 

In answer to many requests from the field , this p icture shows the 
redesigned altimeter dial face, with the 10,000-foot po inter. 
Present altimeters will be modified to have a window wh ich shows 
a striped warn ing sector when a plane descends below 16,000 feel . 

NEWS AND VIE. 

The JNWP is a joint effort of the USAF Air Weather 
Service, U. S. Naval Aerology Branch and the U. S. 
Weather Bureau under the direction of A WS. Its experts 
estimate that 64.,000 men, working 24 hours a day would 
be required to forecast weather on a world-wide basis, 
using the numerical system without ~he 701 computer. 

* * * 
T-37 A-Trainer-December will mark the delivery date 
of the first T-37A twin-jet trainer to the ranks of USAF 
aircraft. 

The twin-jet is a product of the Cessna Aircraft Com
pany and is powered by two Continental J-69 turbojet 
engines. The USAF will perform an 8000-hour fli ght 
eva luation program on the T-37 A, starting with receipt 
of the first aircraft. 

Eleven of the little trainers are scheduled to be de
livered between December and May, 1956. The USAF is 
planning fo r Cessna to go on a six-a-month production 
schedule in June, with an ultimate goal of 17 aircraft 
per month. e 

* * * 
Pogo Planes-"Pogo" planes, like bananas, seem to 
come in bunches. The latest elevator type job is jet-pro
pel led and with the exception of its "Otis" characteristics, 
performs like a conventional fixed-wing airp lane. The 
first of its kind to be flown anywhere, the new Bell Air
craft Corp. development uses twin jet engines to provide 
thrust for vertical operation and horizontal fli ght. 

Unlike the so-called "tail sitter" VTOL (vertical take
off and landing) aircraft, the new Bell plane takes off 
and lands in a normal horizontal position, thus eliminat
ing the need for specia l ground-handling equipment and 
crews. Two Fairchild J-44 turbojet engines, each deliver
ing about 1000 pounds of thrust, can be rotated from 
a vertical position for takeoff and landing to a horizontal 
position for forward flight. 

Incorporating a glider fuselage, a commercial light 
plane wing and a helicopter landing gear, the test model 
was built as quickly and cheaply as possible to prove the 
theory. It weighs about 2000 pounds, is 2l feet long and 
has a wingspan of 26 feet. It carries only the pilot. 

For takeoff and low speed fli ght, compressed air is 
ejected from nozzles at the wingtips and tail of the air
craft to provide pitch, yaw and roll control. When suffi
cient forward speed is attained, flight contro l is provided 
by conventional control surfaces, ailerons, rudder and 
elevators. The test pilot demonstrated complete maste. 
of the con trol techniques within 40 seconds of take'W 
on the first fli ght. 
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Miniature Radar System-The old saw about good 
things coming in small packages has proved itself again. 
This time the small package contains the smallest and 

.A:htest radar set so far publicly announced . Tagged the 
~N-59, its miniature tubes and other tiny components, 

including a five-inch radar screen, are contained in a 
compact aluminum case only 61h x 61h x 16 inches 
in size, overall. 

The set has been fli ght-tested thoroughly, and despite 
its small size, is capable of "seeing" distances as far as 
250 miles apart. The tests further demonstrated that the 
new unit can be used for any of the following capabilities : 

• Two beam configurations - -pencil beam or fan beam . 
• Gyro-stabilized antenna - - 18 or 30-inch as space 

will a llow. 
• Two types of presentation - - ground pattern or vari

ous cloud levels. 
• Weather warning - - near or long range search. 
• Adjustable contrast of ground pattern - - short and 

long range . 
• Multiple pulse lengths - - automatically applied. 
• Radar beacon interrogation and reception. 
• Full 360-degree or sector scanning. 
• Terrain clearance or to spot nearby aircraft. 
• Ground mapping and exact drift measurement. 
• Delayed and expanded sweep. magnification. 
• Pressurized as required for non-cabin components . 
• Variable range marker - - plus fixed range markers. 
• Remote gyro installation - - used for less space in 

the radome. 

* * * 
~eeper Pilots - This business of flying aircraft with two 

feet planted solidly on terra firma has received a new 
boost with some late refinements in the system. The new 
UHF radio guidance system makes it possible to take 
off, climb, dive, cruise, orbit and land jet fighter aircraft 
with split-second remote control. And what's more, the 
gadget box now has a built-in safety factor in case the 
control signals should be cut off by ground power failure 
or bomb damage. 

If the drone is below a pre-selected altitude when the 
carrier signals are shut off, an electronic " brain" takes 
over the aircraft's controls within five seconds. It estab
lishes a full-power climb of exactly seven degrees, re
tracts the dive brakes if they are extended and at 200 mph 
starts a climbing turn to the left until the pre-set altitude 
is reached. Altitude control is then engaged and the plane 
is orbited to the left at a constant airspeed until the signal 
is restored and the plane can be landed. 

If the signal is lost above the pre-set altitude or during 
the initial climb-out, the safety device still will control 
the aircraft to the proper altitude and keep it orbiting 
until ground control is restored. 

The new ground-control system, designed as a standard
ized production version for both jet and reciprocal
engined drones, is a decided improvement over former 
beeper methods, and was used during the recent nuclear 
exercises in Nevada on both the QF-80s and QB-l 7s which 
were employed in the tests . 

JU LY, 

Beeper pilot brings in a QF-80 using the new remote 
control system designed for Air Force drone aircraft. 

1 9 5 5 

Bell's experimental , vertical-rising airplane obtains 
fo rward th rust by rotating the twin-jets 90 degrees. 

Minia ture radar screen shows Cape Cod . Dark wedge a t 
top swings to any heading for exact drift measurement . 



The F-84F tra iner is used to teach a student complete 
cockpit familiarization, for practice in both normal and 
e mergency operating procedures and to instruct in 
the ope rati on of the a ircraft's numerous systems. 
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HARDLY a day passes without someone givin g vent to the 
old cry again st complexity. New airplanes. New gadgets. 
Gadgets to help gimmi cks and gimmicks to amuse a. 

confuse the pilot. 
To a certain extent we have to go along with such com

plaints. However, at long last something has been developed 
to make the pilot's job a bit eas ier, rather than more com
plex. It is called the F-84F Cockpit Procedure Trainer. 

Built by Stanley Aviation Corporation, the first '84F 
trainer is currently bein g eva luated at Luke AFB, Arizona. 
Here it should be pointed out that thi s bit of electronic 
equipment is not a simulator ; it's a trainer. 

This unit consists of two separate components. A cockpit 
which is a duplicate of the F-84F-10 seri es aircraft and an 
instructor's console which includes a system of tell-tale 
indicator lights and cockpit repeater instrumen ts with the 
necessary control s to operate the trainer. 

The scope of thi s trainer is such as to permi t complete 
cockpit familiarization , afford practice in normal and emer
gency operating procedures and to allow instruction in the 
operation of the numerous systems of the F-84F. 

The '84F trainer provides reali sti c simulation of such 
systems of the aircraft as the engine, engine controls, fuel 
system, electrical system, hydrauli c system, landin g gear, 
flaps and surface trims. All instrument and light indi cations 
associated with the systems respon d automati ca lly and cor
rectly to actions taken by the student. 

The concensus of those who have examined the trainer 
is that it gives the correct steps in procedures for both 
normal and emergency operation; that it is a definite asset 
in getting away from classroom chalk talk; it tends to buila 
self-confidence in a new pilot, and it provides a method • 
prove to old pilots that there is a need for reviewing 
emergency procedures. Further it provides a definite test of 
a student's learning by doing. 

To illustrate the training advantage afforded by this type 
of integrated design, let's review the operation of the trainer 
under a " Aameout" condition. 

This emergency is introduced with the instructor depress
ing a malfunction switch. As a result, the engine speed will 
automatically decrease to windmilling RPM, the tailpipe 
temperature will drop, oil pressure and hydraulic pressure 
will decrease, the DC generator will cut out, the AC instru 
ments will fail to indicate and the hydrauli c equipment will 
become inoperative. 

Okay, here you are at 20,000 feet, hanging by your throat 
mike and no fire in the pot. This is where the "procedure" 
business means just that. If the student has the correct pro
cedure down pat, he will go through all steps for an air
start automatically. 

Each step of the procedure is followed by the instructor 
who monitors the successive li ghting of tell -tal e lights in 
the " airstart" channel of the console. The situation thus 
created is reali stic and the instructor can monitor and guide 
the student as necessary. 

Although the F-84F trainer that we examined is the first 
model , word has it that there are more to follow , soon. If 
the experience at Luke is any criterion, it would appear that 
the cockpit procedure trainer should have a definite place 
in the USAF pilot training program. It really simplifi es t'9 
pilot's job and that certainly is a step in the right direction . 
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This chick is digging up a little dirt 

on her approach ... but she's not 

necessarily short of the runway. 

In her case, it doesn't matter; she'll 

get there anyway. But with you bird 

drivers, whether you're pushing a ;et 

or a large reciprocal type, it does 

make a big difference. 

This business of touching down short 

is getting sort of rough and it looks 

from here as if there can be no 

excuse but poor flying technique. 

Run through the article on page 22 

and see if it doesn't make a lot of 

sense. It was written by a real pro, 

who is in the know . ... 

Do You Dig It? 
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Now this story goes lo show, 
That magazine hoarding deals low blow . 
One copy for many is all we send, 
So pass it aiong to pilot friend. 
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